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An initial introductory meeting (e.g. school assembly) will 
provide interested parties with a clear outline of what the 
programme has to offer. In basic terms; playing cricket
whilst embedding valuable life skills.

Parents are drawn initially to the life skills education and it is
then up to the coaches to provide the skills and the enjoyment
which will attract everyone to the actual game.which will attract everyone to the actual game. A neutral
platform without barriers is key and this creates an open door 
for everyone to participate. Diversity and inclusion are high on
our agenda and this adds to our offering. Everyone is part of the
team. 

The physical side of the programme starts with an introduction to the 
game of cricket and the basic skills. This enables the coaches to evaluate 
the standard of the group and where the focus needs to be applied. Once 
the basics have been achieved, we can progress to net practice, game 
situations and personal improvement. It is through game play and 
competitive sessions that we can then start introducing the core human competitive sessions that we can then start introducing the core human 
values typical to the game of cricket. Matching game situations with real 
life will enable participants to understand the core values at the heart of 
our programme and provides an opportunity to experience the emotions 
of game play for themselves. Session goals and achievements are set 
and recorded, and progression is structured to suit the group, as a whole 
and as individuals.

M7V is a project created by Dr Shamender Talwar (TUFF Founder)  with the support of Guniseety Sai Chand ( Head of TUFF India Sports) 
& John Reeve ( Head of TUFF Cricket) on behalf of The Unity of Faiths Foundation (TUFF)







TUFF Cricket internationally has proven to be a real winner in our pilot schemes
(India, Australia) and especially where CRICKET is a completely new concept and 
the people have never heard or played the game before (Iceland).

TUFF Cricket has been key to the success of our sports
projects in India. Cricket being the national sport helped
the implementation of M7V education program. 

We are working with our delivery partners helping
orphans in Mumbai and supporting youths in Delhi
and Andhra Pradesh. 

So faSo far, TUFF India, has been supported by the local
state governments with the acknowledgement of 
the British Embassy.

A new project is being planned to start in Bangalore to
support youths around the state of Karnataka.
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